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We reveal the unique and fundamental advantage of inerter-based elastic metamaterials by a
comparative study among different configurations. When the embedded inerter is connected to the
matrix material on both ends, the metamaterial shows definite superiority in forming a band gap
in the ultra-low frequency - equivalently the ultra-long wavelength - regime, where the unit cell size
can be four or more orders of magnitude smaller than the operating wavelength. In addition, our
parametric studies in both one and two dimensions pave the way towards designing next-generation
metamaterials for structural vibration mitigation.

Mitigation of low-frequency vibrations has long been a
major challenge. One promising research direction points
to architected materials - widely referred to as acoustic or
elastic metamaterials [1–6]. They can exhibit a phononic
band gap, i.e., a range of frequencies in which no vi-
bration can propagate. While many recent studies at-
tempted to demonstrate low-frequency band gaps [7–32],
there is no consensus on which frequency ranges should
be called “low” or “ultra-low”. The exact meaning of
low frequency varies from a fraction of one Hz [12, 21],
to several Hz [7, 8, 20], and up to many kHz [11, 23, 28].
The word “low” is a relative concept that depends on
application-specific scenarios.

To facilitate a generally meaningful discussion and a
fair comparison among different systems and configura-
tions, here we focus on a universal and dimensionless
frequency for all vibro-elastic metamaterials: f = a/λ,
where a denotes the size of a metamaterial unit, and λ
is the operating wavelength. All scattering-based band
gaps in phononic crystals [33, 34] are at the order of
f = a/λ ∼ 1. In contrast, locally resonant metama-
terials embedded with mass-resonators [35, 36] usually
exhibit band gaps at a much lower frequency range of
f = a/λ ∼ 10−2 to 10−3.

In this Letter, we demonstrate the unique capa-
bility of inerter-based metamaterials in forming band
gaps at the ultra-low dimensionless frequencies, where
f = a/λ ∼ 10−4. The key component is the inerter,
a two terminal mechanical device offering a frequency-
independent inertia much larger than its own physical
mass [37, 38]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, this is possible be-
cause the inerter couples linear relative motions between
its two ends to the rotation of a flywheel. The flywheel
moment of inertia can be amplified to produce a large
inertial effect. The use of rotational motion also makes
it possible for the device to be compact. Like springs
and dampers, the inerter is a passive device without the
need of any active control. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the
inerter’s behavior is characterized by the response force,
F = b(ü1 − ü2), where ü1 and ü2 are the accelerations

at the two terminals. The constant b is called the in-
ertance, which has the same unit as mass. The perfor-
mance attributes of inerters have been experimentally
verified with ball-screw designs [37, 39–44], rack-pinion
designs [37, 39, 40, 45], and hydraulic designs [46, 47].
Their basic structures are shown in Figs. 1(b), 1(c) and
1(d), respectively. In particular, the hydraulic inerter
design benefits from the small physical mass of nearly
incompressible fluid that fills the inerter, so that it can
produce an inertance that is 1.5× 106 times larger than
its own the physical mass [47].

While there have been several pioneering attempts to
incorporate inerters into metamaterial designs [48–54]. A
critical study to identify and overcome the fundamental
hurdles is still missing. With theoretical and numeri-
cal analyses of different designs, we investigate the basic
challenges and offer a road map to realize vibration-band-
gap metamaterials with unit cells in the ultra-deep sub-
wavelength scale of a/λ ∼ 10−4.

To start, we model any matrix material or base struc-
ture of metamaterials as a spring-mass chain with stiff-
ness K and point mass M , as shown in Fig. 2(a). This
model is valid since we aim at the long-wavelength limit
of λ� a, where the discrete nature of the main chain has

FIG. 1. Conceptual schematics of inerters: (a) Abstract
symbol and force response. (b) Ball-screw inerter. (c) Rack-
and-pinion inerter. (d) Hydraulic inerter.
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FIG. 2. Discrete models and band gaps: (a) Abstraction
of any matrix material as a spring-mass chain; (b) Inerter-
based metamaterial; (c) Dispersion curves and band gap
(shaded region) of inerter-based metamaterial shown in (b)
with b/mb = b/M = 106 and kb/K = 1; and (d) Finite-chain
response of inerter-based metamaterial with 1000 unit cells.
The transmissibility is calculated as the ratio between output
and input amplitudes. Parametric studies on the band gap
lower edge frequency and relative size: (e) and (f) show the
effects of change in the inertance ratio, µb = b/M , with fixed
κb = kb/K = 1. (g) and (h) show the effects of change in the
stiffness ratio, κb = kb/K, with fixed µb = b/M = 106.

negligible impact on the results. With this setup, we can
normalize all metamaterial dispersion relations accord-
ing to the main-chain wave speed in the long-wavelength
limit, c = a

√
K/M , so that all band gap frequencies

are non-dimensionalized [1, 38] as f = ωa/(2πc) = a/λ,
where ω is the dimensional angular frequency in meta-
material dispersion relations.

We analyze three types of metamaterial designs

with: embedded inerters [48, 49, 52, 53], inerter-
mass-resonators [48–52, 54, 55], and traditional mass-
resonators [35, 36], as shown in Figs. 2(b), 4(a) and 4(b),
respectively. Applying the Bloch theorem [2, 38], we cal-
culate the dispersion relations of each system and inves-
tigate their behaviors at the low-frequency limit.

First, we consider metamaterials with the embedded
inerter and no other additional mass, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(b). The model has two degrees of freedom in the
unit cell: uM - displacement of mass M on the main
chain and ub - displacement of the point between stiff-
ness kb and inerter b on the side chain. With the pa-
rameters kb/K = 1 and b/M = 106, the dispersion rela-
tion plotted in Fig. 2(c) shows a band gap as the grey-
shaded range near f = a/λ ∼ 10−4. The horizontal
axis of normalized wave number qa/ pi is shown in log-
arithmic scale because the band-gap effects happen at
very long wavelength. This ultra-low frequency band
gap is further demonstrated by transmission attenua-
tion in the steady-state dynamics simulation of a finite
chain [38], with results shown in Fig. 2(d). The band
gap’s lower edge frequency, fL, is the eigen-frequency of
the first band at q = π/a, as labelled by a red square
in Fig. 2(c). Similarly, the band gap’s upper edge fre-
quency, fU, is the eigen-frequency of the second band at
q = 0, as labelled by a red circle in Fig. 2(c). As good
non-dimensionalized measures for comparison purposes,
we characterize the band gap by two quantities: (1) The
starting dimensionless frequency, fL; and (2) The rela-
tive gap size ∆f = (fU − fL)/fL. Fig. 2(e) shows the
numerical results as fL = 1.125 × 10−4 with a relative
gap size of ∆f ≈ 41.4%.

More generally, we can obtain the analytical equations,

fL =
1

2π

√
χb −

√
χ2
b − 4

κb
µb

and fU =
1

2π

√
κb
µb
, (1)

where χb = 2κb + κb/(2µb) + 2, κb = kb/K, and µb =
b/M . These closed-form results enable us to perform
asymptotic convergence analyses [38]. At the limit of
large inertance, µb � κb, we have

fL →
1

2π

√
κb

µb(κb + 1)
and ∆f →

√
κb + 1− 1. (2)

These equations reveal a unique advantage of the design
with embedded inerters: As the inertance b = µbM in-
creases, the band gap shifts to a lower frequency. At
the same time, the relative gap size, ∆f , approaches
a finite and low limit, keeping the band gap open at
very low frequencies. This convergence is also shown
together with numerical results in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)
with κb = kb/K = 1, where the gap size converges to
∆f =

√
2 − 1 ≈ 41.4% for large µb. In the same limit,

we can also get the modal displacement ratios at the gap
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edges as:

U b/UM → 1 + 2/κb at f = fL,

U b/UM → 1 at f = fU,
(3)

where U b and UM are modal amplitudes of ub and uM ,
respectively. Furthermore, taking the additional limit of
κb � 1 gives

fL →
1

2π

√
1

µb
, ∆f →

√
κb,

U b/UM → 1 at both fL and fU.

(4)

This shows that it is beneficial to have stiff connections
between the inerter and the main chain: While we can
get larger gap size as kb = κbK increases, the gap’s
starting frequency will saturate and converges to a finite
limit, retaining the ultra-low frequency feature with
large inertance. This high-stiffness convergence is shown
together with numerical results in Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)
with µb = b/M = 106. The lower gap edge converges to
fL = 10−3/(2π) ≈ 1.59× 10−4.

FIG. 3. The unit cell of Inerter-based metamaterial with an
additional stiffness, kp, parallel to the embedded inerter.

An important variant design involves an additional
stiffness, kp, parallel to the embedded inerter. As shown
in Fig. 3, each unit cell still has two degrees of freedom.
We perform the same analyses as before and obtain the
equations for both upper and lower edges of the band gap
in this case as

fL =
1

2π

√√√√χp −

√
χ2
p −

4(κb + κbκp + κp)

µb
, (5a)

fU =
1

2π

√
(κb + κp)

µb
, (5b)

where χp = 2κb + (κb + κp)/(2µb) + 2, κb = kb/K,
κp = kp/K, and µb = b/M . At the limit of large
inertance (µb � κb, κp) and taking κb = 1, we get the
asymptotic convergence

fL →
1

2π

√
2κp + 1

2µb
and ∆f →

√
1 +

1

2κp + 1
− 1,

(6)

which indicate that, as the parallel stiffness kp increases,
not only does fL get higher, but ∆f also gets smaller.
Hence, the parallel stiffness kp has only detrimental ef-
fects, and it is best to set kp to zero to achieve both
design objectives of lower gap frequency and larger gap
size.

Therefore, the optimal design requires that the inerter
has very large inertance and very stiff connections with
the base structure, and it is better not to incorporate
any stiffness parallel to the inerter. Because it is possible
to fabricate inerters with inertance more than a million
times of its actual mass (µb ∼ 106) [47], the embedded
inerter design shown in Fig. 2(b) is practical for engineer-
ing applications.

Next, we study an alternative metamaterial design
with embedded mass-inerter resonators, as illustrated in
Fig. 4(a). One end of the inerter is connected to the
main chain, while the other end is connected to a res-
onator mass m. This results in a model with three de-
grees of freedom in each unit cell: uM - displacement
of mass M on the main chain, ub - displacement of the
point between stiffness kb and inerter b, and um - dis-
placement of the resonator mass m. Applying the same
Bloch-wave procedures as before yields the dispersion
bands for this system [38]. At the limit of large iner-
tance (µb � µm, κb, κf ) and low frequency (f � 1), we
arrive at

fL →
1

2π

√
κbκm

µb(κb + κm)
and ∆f → 0, (7)

where µb = b/M , µm = m/M , κb = kb/K, and
κf = kf/K. Since increasing the inertance closes the
band gap (∆f → 0), this mass-inerter-resonator design
shown in Fig. 4(a) is not suitable to achieve ultra-low
frequency band gaps.

Lastly, we also look into the traditional locally resonant
metamaterials with embedded mass-resonators, as illus-
trated in Fig. 4(b). The discrete model has two degrees

FIG. 4. Discrete models: (a) Metamaterial with inerter-
mass-resonators; (b) Metamaterial with mass-resonators;.
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of freedom in each unit cell: uM - displacement of mass
M on the main chain, and um - displacement of the res-
onator mass m. The analytical closed-form expressions
of the band gap edges are [38, 56]

fL =
1

2π

√
χm −

√
χ2
m − 4

κm
µm

, (8a)

fU =
1

2π

√
κm
µm

+ κm, (8b)

where χm = κm/2 + κm/(2µm) + 2, κm = km/K, and
µm = m/M . Based on Eq. (8a), in order to achieve
ultra-low-frequency band gaps with fL ∼ 10−4, we need
µm/κm ∼ 108. On the other hand, we need to avoid the
case of µm = m/M � 1 since it would make the embed-
ded mass-resonator too heavy as compared to the matrix
material or base structure, and hence would be infeasible
in most applications. The only viable choice is to adopt
the ultra-low-stiffness design with µm ∼ 1 and κm � 1,
at which limit we get:

fL →
1

2π

√
κm
µm

and ∆f →
√
µm + 1− 1. (9)

This approach to form a band gap at ultra-low frequen-
cies may initially seem possible. In fact, with µm =
m/M = 1 and κm = km/K = 5×10−7, we obtain exactly
the same dispersion bands as those plotted in Fig. 2(c).
However, in the same limit of µm ∼ 1 and κm � 1, we
get the modal displacement ratios at the gap edges as

U b/UM → 4/κm at f = fL,

U b/UM → 1/µm at f = fU.
(10)

Hence, the same design parameters give rise to a very
high modal displacement ratio, Um/UM → 4/κm =
8×106 at the lower gap edge fL (marked with red square
in Fig 2(c)). This means the resonator mass would vi-
brate with an amplitude that is millions of times of the
vibration amplitude in the main chain. Therefore, the
ultra-low stiffness design here is impractical in most ap-
plication scenarios.

Based on the analyses of all three designs above, we
conclude that the inerter-based metamaterial design de-
picted in Fig. 2(b) is the only suitable solution to achieve
band gaps at the ultra-low dimensionless frequency of
f = a/λ ∼ 10−4 or lower.

To further demonstrate the efficacy and practicality
of this design, we perform numerical studies on two-
dimensional lattices with embedded inerters. Due to the
close relevance to engineering applications, there have
been many pioneering studies realizing band gaps in two-
and three-dimensional metamaterials with other lever-
or geometry-based inertial amplified structures [57–60],
as well as two-dimensional structures that incorporate a
flat plate [61–64] or a beam [50, 53, 65–69] as the base

structure with inerter-based resonators. However, none
of the designs so far can achieve band gaps at the ultra-
low dimensionless frequency of f = a/λ ∼ 10−4. In the
following, we investigate the viable design illustrated in
Fig. 2(b) in two-dimensional systems.

Here, we show conceptual two-dimensional designs
in the form of inerter-in-lattice configurations that can
represent various engineering structures. As shown in
Fig. 5(a), for graphic compactness, we use a blue straight
line to represent a connection with main-chain stiffness
K, side-chain stiffness kb, and side-chain inertance b. We
assume the displacement ub at the point between stiffness
kb and inerter b is always rigidly constrained in the lat-
eral direction of the connection unit, so that ub is always
along the direction of the connection. Then, we con-
struct square ( Fig. 5(b)) and triangular (Fig. 5(c)) lat-
tices with this basic connection building block. All con-
nections possess an embedded inerter on the side chain.
Specifically for the square lattice, the diagonal connec-
tions are necessary to make the lattice statically stable,
so that no zero-frequency band can exist. The cross-
ing point of the two diagonal connections at the center
of each square is not a joint, and there is no interac-
tions here between the two diagonal connections. Al-
though the formulations and derivations [38] are more
challenging than those for one-dimensional cases, we can
still study the two-dimensional designs via numerical re-
sults. With stiffness ratio κb = kb/K = 1 and iner-
tance ratio µb = b/M = 106, we plot the dispersion
curves of square and triangular lattices with embedded
inerters in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e), respectively. A band
gap exists in both cases with the lower gap edge fre-
quency of fL = 1.125 × 10−4 and the relative gap size
of ∆f ≈ 41.4%. Not only do the band gaps match each
other in the two different lattices, but they also match
the band gap of the one-dimensional configuration shown
in Fig. 2(b). This shows that the analyses and conclu-
sions on band gaps about one-dimensional models di-
rectly extend to higher dimensional scenarios, and the
difference in lattice configurations has negligible impact
on the ultra-low-frequency band gap. Conceptually, in
the very long wavelength limit of λ � a, the unit-cell
level geometries and small length-scale details have min-
imal influence on the metamaterial behavior in the low-
frequency regime.
To conclude, our analytical and numerical analyses of-

fer clear guidelines to design elastic metamaterials with
an ultra-low-frequency band gap: Each unit cell needs
an embedded inerter with both terminals connected to
the base material; no additional resonator mass should
be used; to achieve band gaps at lower frequency, higher
inertance is needed; and, to achieve wider band gaps,
stiffer connection between the inerter and the base ma-
terial is needed. These insights provide actionable guide-
lines for future studies towards low-frequency vibration
mitigation using metamaterials. Although this study is
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FIG. 5. Two-dimensional lattices with embedded inerters:
(a) Basic connection unit used in both lattices. Note that
ub here is always just a single degree of freedom in any two-
dimensional lattice, as we constrain it to allow displacement
parallel to the connection only. (b) and (c) depict the square
and triangular lattices with embedded inerters, respectively.
With κb = kb/K = 1 and µb = b/M = 106, (d) and (f)
show the dispersion bands of configurations (b) and (c), re-
spectively.

focused on periodic metamaterials, our analyses can be
extended to quasi-crystalline [70–72], hyper-uniform [73–
75], amorphous [76] or other non-periodic inerter-based
metamaterial designs.
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